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In 2016 the idea for a Palm International 
Platform arose, considering all members of 
Palm as one big ideological family, sharing 
the values as underlined by the Palm 
Foundation. 

The present Newsletter is dedicated to this 
vision and presents a who-is-who of the 
Palm participants in Sri Lanka, India and the 
Netherlands.

Moreover, the forthcoming Newsletters 
will be published in English and in Dutch in 
order to reach all Palm members. 

In this Newsletter we will pay attention to 
the sad news of the decease of Mr Sjoerd 
Oppewal and to him as an important person 
for Palm and his long-lasting contribution to 
the Palm organisation.

The situation in the world is worrisome in 
the aftermath of the pandemic and with the 
bad econo-mic situation in Sri Lanka. In a 
next Newsletter we will further address this 
situation and our actions. 

We wish all within the Palm family who are 
affected, strength to overcome this difficult 
period and wish you success and courage 
with your important projects for so many 
underprivileged people and we hope and 
pray for better times to come.

WHO-IS-WHO Mrs Natascha Sennema

Mrs Natascha Sennema is the founder of 
Palm in 1984. She started in 1980 as Dutch 
volunteer with supporting underprivileged 
people of isolated tea plantations and with 
improvement of their living conditions. She 
was awarded NGO-registration in 1984.

In the recent decade a major focus of Palm 
had been laid on the development and sup-
port of the Palm India organisation (Palm 
2) around Gudalur in Tamil Nadu. To this 
end Mrs Natascha moved into Tamil Nadu 
to guide this development. 

With the aid of a well-trained and professio-
nal staff Palm India developed strongly over 
the years. Major focus of the projects is on 
unprivileged people in tribal villages: food 
programs, IPFC development, (pre-) school 
education and tuition programs, prevention 
of sexual harassment. 

Since the new management was introdu-
ced, with Mrs Raagini being the Chair of the 
Board of Palm2 India, the scope of activities 
is being broadened as well as the suppor-
ting funding partnerships.  

New projects include for instance: 
mushroom production and livestock far-
ming and various coaching and supporting 
projects for tribal girls. 

The Palm organisation in India developed it-
self into a highly self-sufficient organisation, 
which becomes less and less dependent of 
the funding from Palm.

Palm India
Palm Netherland 
Shop                                                     

The Palm shop in the north of the Nether-
lands at Zuidhorn is generating a substan-
tial part of the funds for Palm, and as such 
the shop is a major sponsor. The shop is 
a re-use shop, and is being run by a large 
team of enthusiastic volunteers. 

The commitment of the workers in Zuidhorn 
is extraordinary and the effort of each 
voluntary member is highly valued by the 
Board in the Netherlands van Palm.  
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Sri Lanka Central is where the activities 
of the Palm Foundation started, following 
governmental registration as a community 
development organization. 

This development was implemented 
through a socio-economic empowerment 
process covering a wide range of activities, 
e.g. infrastructure, natural resources, 
eco farming, health, micro financing, 
child development and protection and 
empowerment of women. 

Soon it was noticed that further 
strengthening of local capabilities in the 
organization. as well as among target 
groups, was required on the longer-term. To 
this end Mr Saman Wijebandara was initially 
appointed Technical  Coordinator. 

In 1994 Mr Sunil Dombepola joined as a 
Social Mobilization Coordinator. Successful 
implementation of organic agricultural 
programs followed and external development 
partners joined (such as Novib, Helvetas 
and Norad). After Mrs Natascha Sennema 
withdrew from her post as Team Leader, Mr 
Saman Wijebandara became Team Leader.

Palm Sri Lanka Central

After the devastating tsunami of 2004, 
Palm activities have been expanded to 
the Eastern Provinces as well in order to 
support affected people. This finally led to 
the establishment of Palm East and North, 
which are under the leadership of Mr Sunil 
Dombepola. 

Present working areas of Palm Central are: 
Walapane, Nuwara Eliya and Kothmale.

The Sri Lanka Palm East and North 
organisation incorporates Buddhists, 
Christians, Muslims and Hindus as a working 
example of reconciliation and cooperation.  

The organisation has been developing 
strongly over time under the inspiring 
leadership of Mr Sunil Dombepola and has 

been attracting funds from a wide variety of 
donors. 

Over time, Palm specifically supported 
drinking water projects for vulnerable 
families, women safety projects and 
promotion of widows from the tsunami and 
war to become self-sufficient by starting a 

small enterprise, e.g.: selling rice and food 
items, coffee, production of small items and 
construction materials. 

As regards the current bad economic 
situation projects are being started as to 
intensify farming, such as the Palm-FARM 
project in the North. 

Palm Sri Lanka East & North
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Your contribution
In recent years PALM was granted to 
receive many donations, for which we 
would like to thank you sincerely. 

Also for the coming time we hope to be 
able to count on your contributions in 
order to support many projects, such as:
development of tribal communities, 
prevention of malnutrition of children, 
education and extension of small farmer 
co-operatives.

You can transfer your contribution to:
Stichting PALM India at Bunschoten, 
Bank account 
NL33RABO 0151 8669 29

Colofon
Palm Newsletter is issued by the PALM 
foundation en is published two times a 
year in Dutch and in English. We warmly 
invite you to participate in our activities.

We can be reached via 
gj.akkerman@gmail.com

We also refer to our websites:
https://palmindia.nl
https://palmsrilanka.org

design: Made4You

The Palm Netherlands Board is the central 
supporting Board for all Palm activities. 
The Board is overseeing and allocating the 
funding to projects from Palm sponsors. 
To this the Board is also acquiring and 
maintaining sponsor contacts and is co-
ordinating the shop activities. 

The Board is also giving justification 
towards the donors about the projects 
for which the money is spent and about 
the progress of the projects, e.g. with the 
Newsletters. 
Chair of the Board is Mr Maarten van 
Woerden (photo middle), Treasurer is Mr 
Andries Nicolai (photo left) and the new 
Secretary is Mr Gert Jan Akkerman (photo 
right). Mr Gert Jan has been assigned after 
the decease of Mr Sjoerd.

The guidance of assistance to projects 
that support unprivileged people is and will 
remain a major focus of the Board. 

In addition, we will promote that the 
mutual knowledge-base of practice and 
experiences on community development 
within the Palm family may better be shared 
in the future to learn from each other to the 
benefit of all. 

Together with you all, we will strive for 
growing towards a living Palm International 
Platform for contacting and finding each 
other, exchange of ideas and experiences 
and for fund raising. 

Palm Netherlands Board                                                  

Andries Nicolai | Maarten van Woerden | Gert Jan Akkerman

Mr Sjoerd, the Secretary of the Palm 
Board in the Netherlands, passed away at 
7 December 2021 after several years of 
severe kidney disease. 

His departure from this live came more 
quickly and rather unexpected after his 
situation worsened in autumn. 

He has put his heart and soul in Palm from 
the first moment as a pioneer, Chairman 
and later on as a Secretary. We dearly miss 
him as a friend, as a highly-valued Board 
member, and for his long-time support of 
Palm, from the beginning of Palm onwards 
and his active attitude and incessant 
pursuit of  justice.

In memoriam Mr Sjoerd Oppewal

The importance of the contribution of Mr Sjoerd to the Palm Foundation 
is illustrated below: 
•  1984 Pioneer/Co-founder of Palm Sri Lanka
•  1985 Founder of Palm NL  
•  1985-1999: Chairman of Board Palm NL 1
•  2018-2021: Secretary of Board Palm NL 2
•  1985-1995: 23 Newsletters Palm 1 Editor
•  2018-2021: 7 Newsletters Palm 2 Editor 

Commemoration services for Mr Sjoerd
Commemoration Services for Mr Sjoerd 
have been held in December 2021 in Palm 
communities in Sri Lanka and India. 

In addition, In Sri Lanka East and North a 
special commemoration project has been 
initiated, supporting vulnerable head-of-
family women. 
An impression is shown on the right side.

Part of the15 beneficiaries as a group of head-of-family vulnerable women. 
Total beneficiaries of Commemoration Project = 55


